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“Parker, unlike lesser suspense writers, succeeds
in making the reader feel the tragedy.”
—Publishers Weekly, starred review of Purgatory Road
yy “Seamlessly melds elements of thriller,
suspense, and the supernatural to create a
scorcher.”—Killer Nashville on Purgatory Road
yy With a breakneck, staccato pace and
pitch-perfect dialogue, Parker takes readers
on a chase where the quest for justice is soon
overpowered by greater forces
yy Will appeal to readers of Robert Whitlow,
Raymond Carver, and Robert B. Parker

H

aving forfeited his youth to the state prison system, Michael moved
back to the only home he’d ever known. An empty shell of a man who
now lived—if it could be called living—in the still vacant house of his
parents in a town with one stoplight. A town that hated him. Had always
hated him. And was ready to pick up where the prison system had let off.
Now he’s on the run from men who’ve tried to kill him once; but Michael
is more than an ex-con. A powerful, sinister force creeps inside him,
threatening and destructive. Who—and what—it will destroy next is the
only real question. From the bold voice that brought readers down
Purgatory Road comes a new pulse-pounding, spine-rattling tale of
vengeance and justice that will have them up all night.
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EXCERPT
“How much longer do you want
to sit here?” he asked.
“This is your deal, Kev. Remember?”
Kevin had called her an hour ago
and asked her to meet him.
“Right. Let’s give it a few more
minutes. Blackjack got out of prison
last week but said the info was
reliable.”
“When did you start talking to
Blackjack? You know he’s my CI. Why
would he trust you?”
“Because he trusts you. And you’re
my partner. That makes us equal in his
eyes—and he couldn’t find you. When
he asked where you were, I told him
you were indisposed.”
“Indisposed?” She laughed, then
frowned. “That wouldn’t be enough.”
“I showed him the picture of us
going bungee jumping together and
how I talked you into it.”
“You did what? For real?”
“Yeah. He laughed and said if you’d
trust me enough to risk that, he’d trust
me enough to talk to me. And the hundred-dollar bill I handed him was pretty
motivating, too, most likely.”
It probably was. Blackjack had been
in prison for the past three months and
no doubt was short on cash.
“Wait a minute, I’ve never paid him a
dime for information.”
“I pointed that out. Apparently you
have to save his life to get the free stuff.”
That sounded like Blackjack. She
sighed. “You shouldn’t be spending your
own money on this.”
He shrugged. “I don’t mind when I
think it’s worth it,” he said. “You know as
well as I do, he’s going to jump right into
his next deal. He was adamant this was
going down tonight. I just need to get the
evidence to pass on to the detectives.”
“Blackjack. He’s a card shark. What’s he
doing hanging out with gun runners?” Izzy
murmured.
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One Police Officer May Be Forced to
Choose between Her Family and Justice
yy Lynette Eason is a top 5
romantic suspense author
with more than half a million copies sold
yy “Imagination, fast pace,
creativity, plot, characters—
Eason has them all.”
—Suspense Magazine on
Nowhere to Turn
yy Perfect for fans of romantic
suspense and authors like
Dee Henderson, Irene Hannon, and Terri Blackstock

P

olice officer Isabelle St. John loves her crazy, loud, law-enforcement family. With three
brothers and two sisters, she’s never without someone to hang out with—or fight with.
And she knows they’ll be there for her when things get tough. Like when her partner is
murdered and she barely escapes with her own life.
Determined to discover exactly what happened, Izzy’s investigation sends her headfirst
into a criminal organization, possibly with cops on the payroll—including someone from her
own family. With her dead partner’s handsome homicide detective brother Ryan shadowing
her every move, Izzy’s head is spinning. How can she secure justice for her partner when
doing so could mean sending someone she loves to prison? And how will she guard her
heart when the man she’s had a secret crush on for years won’t leave her side?
With her signature fast-paced, edge-of-your-seat action, Lynette Eason invites readers
into a captivating new series where justice is a family affair.
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Will She Betray Her Roots to Side
with the Revolutionaries?
yy Frantz weaves a story perfect for readers
who want a novel that is historically accurate,
exciting, and taut with romantic tension
yy In 1775 Williamsburg, a bride-to-be is jilted
and left penniless by her intended—will help
come from a man who should be her enemy?
yy “Frantz’s careful historical details immerse the
reader in the story world, and her emotional writing and finely tuned characters never
cease to enchant fans both old and new.”
—USA Today’s Happy Ever After on The
Mistress of Tall Acre

W

hen colonial Williamsburg explodes like a powder keg on the eve of
the American Revolution, Lady Elisabeth “Liberty” Lawson is abandoned by her fiancé and suspected of being a spy for the hated British. No
one comes to her aid save the Patriot Noble Rynallt, a man with formidable
enemies of his own. Liberty is left with a terrible choice. Will the Virginia
belle turned lacemaker side with the radical revolutionaries, or stay true to
her English roots? And at what cost?
Historical romance favorite Laura Frantz is back with a suspenseful story
of love, betrayal, and new beginnings. With her meticulous eye for detail
and her knack for creating living, breathing characters, Frantz continues
to enchant historical fiction readers who long to feel they are a part of the
story.
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Bold New Voice Transports Readers to
a Town They’ll Long Remember
yy With compelling characters, a charming
community, and beautiful prose, Luesse takes
readers on a journey into the rural 1960s South
yy When a black field hand goes missing, a wealthy
white boy sets out to find him—and what
he finds surprises him
yy Valerie Fraser Luesse is a senior editor
for Southern Living magazine
yy Will appeal to readers of Charles Martin

T

here was another South in the 1960s, one far removed from the
marches and bombings and turmoil in the streets that were broadcast
on the evening news. It was a place of inner turmoil, where ordinary
people struggled to right themselves on a social landscape that was
dramatically shifting beneath their feet. This is the world of Valerie Fraser
Luesse’s stunning debut, Missing Isaac.
It is 1965 when black field hand Isaac Reynolds goes missing from the
tiny, unassuming town of Glory, Alabama. The townspeople’s reactions
range from concern to indifference, but one boy will stop at nothing to find
out what happened to his unlikely friend. White, wealthy, and fatherless,
young Pete McLean has nothing to gain and everything to lose in his
relentless search for Isaac. In the process, he will discover much more
than he bargained for. Before it’s all over, Pete—and the people he loves
most—will have to blur the hard lines of race, class, and religion. And
what they discover about themselves may change some of them forever.
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Valerie Fraser Luesse is an award-winning magazine writer best
known for her feature stories and essays in Southern Living, where
she is currently a senior travel editor. Her work has been anthologized
in the audio collection Southern Voices and in A Glimpse of Heaven,
an essay collection featuring works by C. S. Lewis, Randy Alcorn, John
Wesley, and others. As a freelance writer and editor, she was the lead
writer for Southern Living 50 Years: A Celebration of People, Places,
and Culture. Specializing in stories about unique pockets of Southern
culture, Luesse has published major pieces on the Gulf Coast, the
Mississippi Delta, Louisiana’s Acadian Prairie, and the Outer Banks of North Carolina. Her
editorial section on Hurricane Katrina recovery in Mississippi and Louisiana won the 2009
Writer of the Year award from the Southeast Tourism Society. Luesse earned her bachelor’s
degree in English at Auburn University in Auburn, Alabama, and her master’s degree in
English at Baylor University in Waco, Texas. She grew up in Harpersville, Alabama, a rural
community in Shelby County, and now lives in Birmingham.
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EXCERPT
“It’s that bad, huh?”
Sierra looked up, startled at the
voice, and she froze, her spatula
holding a cookie.
Ian Shaw stood at the door,
bathed in the porch light, dressed
in a pair of black jeans and a heather-gray T-shirt that seemed painted
onto his body.
Oh, he looked good.
So terribly unfair. Especially since
she wore an oversized, soiled apron
and her eyes were red from the smoke
of today’s fire and not enough sleep.
And yes, she’d seen him plenty of
times over the past year, but every
single time she had to take a breath,
brace herself. Tell herself anew that
he didn’t belong to her. Never had, but
when a girl arranged every aspect of
his life, it sort of felt that way.
Walking away from him left a tear in
her that she still hadn’t figured out how
to mend. In a way, her daily prayers for
him, the ones where she begged God
to intervene in his life, to show him he
didn’t always have to be in charge and
that he could trust God, were her way of
balming the wounds.
Prove she could love him from a
distance, and be just fine, thank you.
“What do you mean?” she said, and
managed to keep her voice from hitching.
“PEAK HQ smells like cinnamon,
nutmeg, and ginger. Which only means
one thing.” He closed the door behind
him. “They haven’t found her.”
She turned back to Ian. “You know
about—”
“Jess? Yeah. And the crash.” He slid
onto the stool. “I was in Texas. I jumped
on a plane as soon as I got the news.”
She gave a quick nod and then wanted
to grimace.
“What?”
“Nothing. It’s just . . .” Aw, shoot. “I
knew that. I saw your Instagram feed.
Dinner with Dex and Noelly?”
She tried to keep her words casual.
No problem that a beautiful socialite and
cosmetics entrepreneur was crawling all
over him.
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New from USA Today Bestselling Author
with More Than 1 Million Books Sold
yy A fundraising junket turns
into high-stakes survival
when a rogue wave tosses
two friends overboard
yy “Award-winning Warren
brings her trademark mix
of outdoor adventure and
romance.”—Booklist on
Wild Montana Skies
yy “Warren has crafted a
fast-moving, high-stakes
romantic adventure set
against the backdrop of
Glacier National Park.”
—Publishers Weekly,
starred review of Rescue Me

B

illionaire Ian Shaw can have everything he wants—except a happy ending. Or at least
that’s what it feels like with his fortune recently liquidated, his niece, Esme, still missing,
and the woman he loves refusing to speak to him. In fact, he doubts she would date him
even if they were stranded on a deserted island.
Despite her love for Ian, Sierra Rose knows he has no room in his life for her as long as the
mystery of his missing niece goes unsolved. The only problem is, Sierra has solved it, but a
promise to Esme to keep her whereabouts secret has made it impossible to be around Ian.
When the PEAK chopper is damaged and Sierra lacks the funds to repair it, Ian offers a
fundraising junket for large donors on his yacht in the Caribbean. But the three-day excursion
turns into a nightmare when a rogue wave cripples the yacht and sends the passengers
overboard. Shaken up and soaked to the bone, Ian finally has a chance to test his theory
when he and Sierra do indeed find themselves washed up on a strange, empty shore.
It will take guts and gumption for the PEAK team to rescue the duo. But it will take
a miracle to rescue Ian and Sierra’s relationship.
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EXCERPT
Phoebe walked a long way down
Cliff Road, walking and walking,
until she found herself staring out
at the meadow of the Friends Burial
Ground. Somewhere here, in an unmarked grave, her great-grandmother
Mary was buried. That’s how the
Quakers did things: a minimum of fan
fare. But there were moments when
Phoebe wished the Quakers were not
always so mindful of outward pride
and would allow things such as headstones, so she could know with certainty where her great-grandmother’s
grave lay. She wished she could stand
in front of it and ask questions of the
woman known throughout the island
for her wisdom and good judgment.
The Great Lady of Nantucket she was
called. How would her great-grandmother advise Phoebe about the
quandaries she currently faced?
“You look like you’ve lost your best
friend.”
Phoebe stiffened when she heard
the familiar voice, realizing that
Matthew Macy stood just a few feet
from her. She spun around to face him
and thought, for just a split second, she
caught an expression of longing in his
eyes, here and then gone. “How long
has thee been standing there?”
“Long enough to know you’ve got
some kind of problem.”
Matthew was spectacularly unconcerned about being disowned by the
Society of Friends. Why, he even dropped
his thee’s and thou’s on the morning after
he had been disowned. A way of openly
displaying his irreverence. Even if with but
a foot, nay, but one toe, he must step outside the circle. Phoebe’s aunt Dorcas sized
Matthew up succinctly: “He not only goes
out on a limb, he takes the saw along.”
A queer mélange of feelings twisted
within her: familiarity, caution, sorrow.
Silently, she studied him. He had changed
little since his return last spring. Tall as
a tree, hard-muscled, thick black hair, a
magnificent hawk nose and the bluest eyes
she’d ever seen. The slanting afternoon sun
tinted his blue eyes even bluer. She was
particularly vulnerable to those eyes, so she
took care to keep her chin tucked whenever
she encountered him. All in all, he could be
quite attractive—quite—with a shave and a
haircut, but he cared nothing for what others
thought of him. “Why is thee here?”
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What Secret from an Old Diary Has the
Power to Turn Her Life Upside Down?
yy “Suzanne Woods Fisher
writes . . . with impeccable
research, and there is a
surprise or two for readers
to discover.”—RT Book
Reviews on The Devoted
yy Rich in history and drama,
this Quaker romance set on
Nantucket Island will leave
readers strengthened in
their faith and wanting more
yy Suzanne Woods Fisher has
sold over 900,000 books

P

hoebe Starbuck has always adjusted her sails and rudder to the whims of her father.
Now, for the first time, she’s doing what she wants to do: marrying Captain Phineas
Foulger and sailing far away from Nantucket. As she leaves on her grand adventure, her
father gives her two gifts, both of which Phoebe sees little need for. The first is an old
sheepskin journal from Great Mary, her highly revered great-grandmother. The other is a “minder”
on the whaling ship in the form of cooper Matthew Mitchell, a man whom she loathes.
Soon Phoebe discovers that life at sea is no easier than life on land. Lonely, seasick, and
disillusioned, she turns the pages of Great Mary’s journal and finds herself drawn into the
life of this noble woman. To Phoebe’s shock, her great-grandmother has left a secret behind
that carries repercussions for everyone aboard the ship, especially her husband the captain
and her shadow the cooper. This story within a story catapults Phoebe into seeing her life
in an entirely new way—just in time.
In this brand-new series, bestselling author Suzanne Woods Fisher brings her signature
twists and turns to bear on a fascinating new faith community: the Quakers of colonial-era
Nantucket Island.
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Can One Woman’s Attempts at Kindness and
Her Desperate Prayers Change Her World?
yy “Smith has brought the story to life in this
richly descriptive and dramatic novel.”
—Booklist on Redeeming Grace
yy CBA bestselling author, Jill Eileen Smith’s
books have sold over 300,000 copies
yy Appeals to readers of biblical fiction by
Angela Hunt and Francine Rivers

H

annah and her husband, Elkanah, share a deep and abiding love, for
each other, for their God, and for his tabernacle at Shiloh. Greatly
disturbed by the corruption of the priests, they long for restoration and
pray for a deliverer. But nothing changes as the years pass. Years that
also reveal Hannah to be barren.
Pressured by his family to take another wife, Elkanah marries Peninnah, who quickly begins to bear children. Disgraced and taunted by her
husband’s new wife, Hannah turns again to prayers that seem doomed to
go unanswered. Do her devotion and kindness in the face of Peninnah’s
cruelty count for nothing? Why does God remain silent and indifferent to
her pleas?
Travel back to the dusty streets of Shiloh with an expert guide as Jill Eileen Smith brings to life a beloved story of hope, patience, and deliverance
that shows that even the most broken of relationships can be restored.
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Israel, and she particularly
enjoys learning how women lived in Old Testament
times. Jill lives with her family in southeast Michigan.
Learn more at www.jilleileensmith.com.
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They Are Working Together—but Will His Success
Mean the Destruction of What She Loves Most?
yy “Sundin consistently delivers a buoyant
richness in her writing.”—Booklist starred
review of When Tides Turn
yy Sundin’s WWII historical romances have sold
over 160,000 copies
yy In this heart-pounding new series, three
estranged brothers prepare to fight on D-Day
from sea, air, and land

I

n 1944, American naval officer Lt. Wyatt Paxton arrives in London to
prepare for the Allied invasion of France. He works closely with Dorothy
Fairfax, a “Wren” in the Women’s Royal Naval Service. Dorothy pieces
together reconnaissance photographs with thousands of holiday snapshots
of France—including those of her own family’s summer home—in order to
create accurate maps of Normandy. Maps that Wyatt will turn into naval
bombardment plans.
As the two spend concentrated time together in the pressure cooker
of war, their deepening friendship threatens to turn to love. Dorothy must
resist its pull. Her bereaved father depends on her, and her heart already
belongs to another man. Wyatt too has much to lose. The closer he gets
to Dorothy, the more he fears his efforts to win the war will destroy everything she has ever loved.
The tense days leading up to the monumental D-Day landing blaze to
life under Sarah Sundin’s practiced pen with this powerful new series.
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received starred reviews from
Booklist and Library Journal.
Her popular Through Waters
Deep was a Carol Award finalist and named to
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EXCERPT
The sharp rap on the door
shattered Leigh Weston’s peaceful
morning. She tried unsuccessfully
to stifle the scream that flew from
her mouth.
“Leigh, are you okay?”
She knew that voice. Relief
and embarrassment collided in her
nervous system. What was with her?
She had nothing to be afraid of. Not
anymore. She steadied herself against
the kitchen counter for a moment.
“Leigh? If you don’t open the door
I’m going to break it down.”
“I’m fine, I’m fine,” she called
as she willed her legs to propel her
forward and the flush to fade from
her skin.
She opened the door. Ryan Parker
stood a foot away, his body at an angle
to her, hands twitching at his side.
She had no trouble believing he hadn’t
been joking about breaking down her
door. She appreciated the protective
response, but what was he doing standing outside her door—in a wet suit—in
the first place?
“What’s going on?” she asked.
“Why did you scream?” he asked at
the same time.
“You first,” she said.
His dark eyes held hers for a moment
before he conceded. “Dive team
training.”
“Did you forget your clothes?”
A flicker of a smile. Then back to tall,
dark, and brooding. “Going back later.
Why did you scream?”
She wasn’t going to get any more
answers until she gave him at least one.
“I wasn’t expecting anyone. You startled
me.”
“Sounded more like terror than
surprise.”
“Are you an expert on screams now?”
“Something like that.”
She refused to offer any more of an
explanation. Her demons were her own. He
didn’t need to know—
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She Thought She’d Be Safe When She
Moved Back Home. She Was Dead Wrong.
yy A police dive team in North
Carolina must face the worst
in human nature, even as
they look for the best possible outcomes
yy Will appeal to readers of
Lynette Eason and Dani
Pettrey
yy “Lynn H. Blackburn is an
amazing new voice in romantic
suspense—don’t miss her!”
—Lynette Eason

A

fter a harrowing experience with an obsessed patient, oncology nurse practitioner Leigh
Weston needed a change. She thought she’d left her troubles behind when she moved
home to Carrington, North Carolina, and took a job in the emergency department of the
local hospital. But when someone tampers with her brakes, she fears the past has chased
her into the present. She reaches out to her high school friend turned homicide investigator,
Ryan Parker, for help.
Ryan finds satisfaction in his career, but his favorite way to use his skills is as a volunteer
underwater investigator with the Carrington County Sheriff’s Office dive team. When the
body of a wealthy businessman is discovered in Lake Porter, the investigation uncovers a
possible serial killer—one with a terrifying connection to Leigh Weston and deadly implications for them all.
Dive into the depths of fear with an exciting new voice in romantic suspense. Award-winning author Lynn H. Blackburn grabs readers by the throat and doesn’t let go until the final
heart-pounding page.
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Can a Rancher with a Hidden Past
Win Her Heart?
yy “Cabot’s nonpreachy inspirational romance
has broad appeal for readers of gentle fiction
and historical romance.” —Booklist on
A Stolen Heart
yy Welcome back to Cimarron Creek in the
beautiful Texas Hill Country, where readers
will experience adventure, mystery, and love
yy Will appeal to fans of Tracie Peterson,
Mary Connealy, and Kathleen Morgan

C

atherine Whitfield is sure that she will never again be able to trust anyone in the medical profession after the town doctor’s excessive bleeding
treatments killed her mother. Despite her loneliness and her broken heart,
she carries bravely on as Cimarron Creek’s dutiful schoolteacher, resigned to
a life without love or family, a life where dreams rarely come true.
Austin Goddard is a newcomer to Cimarron Creek. Posing as a rancher,
he fled to Texas to protect his daughter from a dangerous criminal. He’s
managed to keep his past as a surgeon a secret. But when Catherine
Whitfield captures his heart, he wonders how long he will be able to keep
up the charade.
With a deft hand, Amanda Cabot teases out the strands of love, deception, and redemption in this charming tale of dreams deferred and hopes
becoming reality.
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When Lady Shona Confronts Her Enemies,
Help Comes from an Unexpected Source
yy “Moves like a contemporary thriller but harkens back to the enduring genre of classic
fantasy.”—FamilyFiction.com on Emissary
yy “Thomas Locke transported me into this
wonderful, dangerous world . . . An amazing
fantasy novel.”—Fresh Fiction on Emissary

L

ady Shona, the newly crowned queen of the realm, is a leader without
a throne. Pursued relentlessly by a dark force, her small contingent of
loyal followers must make a difficult choice—flee or fight. Determined to
save her land from nefarious threats, Lady Shona decides that she must
seek out the enemy and attack them head on—a strategy that leads back
to the region of the Three Valleys where Hyam was born.
Alas, Hyam has been struck by a mysterious illness that is silently
sweeping through the realm. Known as the wasting disease, the sickness
has no cure. But there is one shred of hope for Lady Shona and the
realm—and it comes in the most unlikely of forms. A young orphan,
untested and untrained, could well mean the difference between victory
and total defeat.
Thomas Locke concludes his epic trilogy with a gripping tale of courage
that will inspire readers to persevere even when all seems lost.
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Thomas Locke is a pseudonym for Davis Bunn, an
award-winning novelist with
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Davis divides his time between
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lifelong passion for speculative
stories. He is the author of Emissary and Merchant of Alyss in
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EXCERPT
“So what’ll it be, Marci?” The
law officer flipped up the collar of
his jacket as the mist intensified.
She hesitated. If the story the
man had told Jim Gleason was true,
he was more a cat rescuer than a cat
burglar.
“You’re certain he’s legit?”
“I ran his ID, and Eric verified that
the two of them met this afternoon.
He also has a fresh scratch. I only
caught a quick glimpse of the cat
before it zipped into the darkness,
but I heard it screech. The evidence
supports his story.”
Yes, it did. Annabelle got stuck in
the same tree every few days. She’d
rescued the feline herself after several
similar incidents until she’d realized
Mrs. Schroeder’s pet was perfectly capable of getting down herself, despite
her yowls for assistance.
But the stranger in her yard didn’t
know that—and how could she punish
a good Samaritan?
“Okay. Let it go. Sorry to have
bothered you.”
“No bother at all. That’s what we’re
here for.” He tipped his hat. “I’ll let him
know he’s off the hook.”
The officer started to turn away, but
Marci stopped him with a touch on his
arm. “Did he say why he was up here at
this hour?”
“Yep. He’s fighting a serious case of
jet lag and couldn’t sleep, so he went for
a walk. He flew in today from the Middle
East. Can you imagine how many time
zones he must have crossed?”
She did the math.
Middle East.
Grandfather’s funeral.
Compassion for an injured animal.
Gaze fixed on the man who was keeping
his distance, Marci leaned closer to Jim
and lowered her voice. “Is that Ned Garrison’s grandson?”
“None other.”
Her stomach bottomed out.
She’d called the cops on the army surgeon Ned had loved to brag about. The one
who’d won medals for heroism and spent
years near the front lines patching America’s
fighting men and women back together.
Major Ben Garrison deserved far better
than the homecoming she’d given him.
“I, uh, think I owe him an apology.”
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Three-Time RITA® Award Winning Author
Returns Readers to the Charming Coastal
Village of Hope Harbor
yy This ECPA and CBA bestseller’s
novels have sold more than
800,000 copies
yy Readers are clamoring
for more of Hope Harbor,
where hearts heal . . . and
love blooms—a town Publishers Weekly calls “a place
of emotional restoration”
yy Perfect for fans of Karen
Kingsbury, Becky Wade,
and Debbie Macomber
yy “A beautiful love story, yet
it is also such a gorgeous
picture of acceptance, learning to trust, and becoming
a new creation. . . . Hannon
incorporates spiritual truths
in a believable way that will
resonate.”—RT Book Reviews
on Sandpiper Cove
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A

crumbling lighthouse is not part of the inheritance Army doctor Ben Garrison expects to
claim when he journeys to Hope Harbor. Fresh out of the service, he wants only to unload the tower of bricks, decompress from years of treating battlefield trauma, and prepare
to launch his civilian career.
Hope Harbor Herald editor Marci Weber has other ideas. She may not be a Hope Harbor
native, but the small Oregon seaside town has become home—and she’s determined to
save the Pelican Point landmark.
Sparks fly as the two go head to head over the fate of the lighthouse. But when they start
to cooperate, a different kind of fire ignites. And as they work together, might Hope Harbor
heal the hearts of these two romance-wary souls?
Bestselling author Irene Hannon invites readers back to their favorite town for a story
that will light a beacon of hope within their hearts.

Pelican Point
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